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Darkflash GD108 Mechanical Keyboard, Wireless (Blue)
Darkflash  GD108  is  a  wireless  mechanical  keyboard  equipped  with  110  keys,  a  1200mAh  battery,  anti-ghosting  function,  dual-mode
connectivity that allows the keyboard to be used on two devices simultaneously, and an anti-ghosting feature ensuring every keystroke
is registered even if many are pressed at once.
 
Wireless Convenience
The GD108 offers  freedom with  its  wireless  connectivity  feature,  eliminating cumbersome cables.  Its  built-in  1200mAh lithium battery
provides long-lasting power, allowing for intensive gaming or work sessions without frequent recharging.
 
High-Quality Keys
The keyboard is equipped with 110 mechanical keys, ensuring not only exceptional durability but also a quick and precise response to
every press. A key lifespan of 50 million clicks ensures that the GD108 will serve for many years.
 
Dual Connectivity
The innovative 2.4GHz dual connectivity mode allows pairing the keyboard with two devices simultaneously. This is a handy feature for
users working on multiple computers or wanting to switch between devices without reconfiguring.
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Comfort and Durability
The  GD108  keyboard  is  designed  for  user  comfort.  Made  of  durable  materials,  it  ensures  sturdiness  and  longevity,  and  its  pleasant
texture provides a comfortable typing experience without being prone to fingerprint marks. Anti-slip stickers and adjustable tilt ensure
stability  and  comfort.  Moreover,  under  one  of  the  foldable  legs  is  a  computer-pluggable  Bluetooth  receiver,  conveniently  located  to
prevent easy loss.
 
Indicators and Energy Saving
The GD108 keyboard features LED indicators showing connectivity and power status, helping to monitor its performance. Additionally, a
built-in switch allows for energy-saving, especially useful when leaving the keyboard idle for extended periods.
 
Package Contents
Keyboard
Switches x 2
Keys x 4
Keycap remover x 1
Dustproof bag x 1
  
    
      BrandDarkflash
      ModelGD108
      ColorBlue
      Battery CapacityLithium, 1200mAh
      Weight1024g
      Cable Length1500mm
      Key Lifespan50 million clicks
      Number of Keys110
      InterfaceUSB-C
      ConnectivityWired + 2.4 dual-mode
      Dimensions427 x 122 mm
    
  

Price:

€ 60.00

Gaming, Keyboards
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